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Abstract

Signal integrity has become a critical issue in the design of
high-performance circuits. Noise on a net arises both through
propagation of noise from previous stages through the driver gate
of the net and through injection of new noise through coupling
capacitance with neighboring nets. Typically, propagated noise and
injected noise are added linearly to simplify the analysis and
increase its efficiency. In this paper, we show that this linear
assumption results in a significant underestimation of the noise,
due to the non-linear behavior of the driver gate, and hence can
lead to many undetected noise failures in the design. Since com-
plete non-linear simulation is too slow for large cell-based designs,
we propose a new linear model that accurately captures the non-
linear behavior of the driver gate. We propose three iterative meth-
ods for computing the model parameters of this linear model.
Results are presented to demonstrate the accuracy of the proposed
approach on several industrial designs.

1  Introduction

With the advance of process technology, cross-coupled noise in
digital designs has greatly increased. Especially in high perfor-
mance designs that employ fast signal transition times and noise
sensitive circuit families noise has become a critical design issue.
This trend has lead to the need for accurate noise analysis tools
[1][2][4]. In noise analysis, the net under consideration is com-
monly referred to as thevictim net, while the nets that inject noise
are referred to asaggressor nets. A victim net with its associated
aggressor nets is referred to as anoise cluster. Typically, two types
of noise are distinguished.Functional noiseoccurs when the vic-
tim net is in a stable state and the aggressor nets switch. In this
case, a noise pulse occurs on the victim net that can change the
state of a storage element, such as a latch, and can cause a func-
tional failure.Delay noiseoccurs when the victim net transitions
simultaneously with the aggressor nets that inject noise upon it. In
this case, the delay of the net is modified leading to performance
violations. Extensive research has been performed on delay noise
analysis [7],[8]. In this paper, we focus on functional noise analy-
sis.

Functional noise analysis tools must perform a conservative
analysis to ensure that no possible noise problems remain undetec-
ted in the design. Noise injected by the aggressor nets combines
with noise propagated from the input of the victim driver gate, as
illustrated in Figure 1. The combined noise pulse at the victim
receiver is compared against a so-called noise rejection curve [1],
[4] to determine if the particular noise pulse height and width

results in a failure. In order to perform a conservative noise analy-
sis, the noise peaks of the propagated noise and the injected noise
are aligned to create a noise pulse with a maximum possible noise
pulse height. In some noise analysis approaches, the propagated
noise is treated as DC noise [5], which eliminates the problem of
alignment, but results in a more pessimistic analysis.

To efficiently compute the injected noise, analysis tools typi-
cally use linear models for the victim and aggressor driver gates, as
shown in Figure 2.The aggressor driver is represented with a Thev-

enin model, consisting of a ramp voltage source and Thevenin
resistanceRA, providing the same signal slope as the original

Figure 1. Noise due to propagation and injection
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aggressor driver. The victim driver gate is modeled with a
grounded resistance, called the holding resistanceRH. This resis-
tance is computed using a small signal analysis of the driver with
both driver input and output biased at stable supply voltages, i.e.
Vdd (GND) at the driver input and GND (Vdd) at the driver out-
put). The use of such a linear model has several advantages. First,
the entire circuit can be analyzed using efficient linear methods,
such as reduced order modeling [9]. Second, superposition can be
used to sum the noise injected from each individual aggressor,
making it simple to align the noise pulse peaks from each aggres-
sor.

The propagated noise through the victim driver is typically
computed using pre-characterized tables. The driver gate is simu-
lated under a number of different noise pulse heights, pulse widths
and loading conditions. For each condition, propagated noise is
computed using non-linear simulation and stored in a table. During
noise analysis, the propagated noise is determined from this table
based on the noise pulse height and width at the victim driver input
and is added to the injected noise from aggressor nets. Since the
injected and propagated noise pulses are added linearly, their
worst-case alignment is again easily determined. In certain
approaches [1], a pre-determined worst-case propagated noise is
used for each gate, instead of the actual propagated noise. The
worst-case propagated noise is defined as the maximum noise at
the output of the driver in response to any input noise that does not
cause a noise failure of the gate. This simplification improves the
efficiency of the analysis while increasing its pessimism.

Due to the use of linear addition of the injected and propagated
noise pulses, propagated and injected noise can be computed inde-
pendently, allowing for very efficient and simple analysis. This
explains the wide spread use of this approach in the literature [1],
[3], [5] as well as in commercial tools. It is based on an underlying
assumption that the victim driver gate is linear and the approach is
similar to noise analysis in analog circuits, where noise sources are
small and devices exhibit relatively linear behavior. In digital cir-
cuit, on the other hand, noise can be quite large (due to its inherent
robustness), and the devices are constructed to have a very high
gain and exhibit highly non-linear behavior. Therefore, the linear
addition of propagated and injected noise is not valid and can
result in a significant error in the computed noise.

Figure 3 shows the simulation results of a typical noise cluster
from an industrial 0.13 micron design. The propagated noise pulse

has a height of 70mV and the injected noise pulse a height of
453mV. Therefore, the linear combination of the propagated and
injected noise has a height of 523mV. However, non-linear simula-

tion of the noise cluster results in a noise pulse with a height of
900mV. This is due to the fact that the holding resistance of the
victim driver is not constant during the noise propagation. Even
though the propagated noise was small (70mV), the holding resis-
tance of the driver gate was significantly increased due to the noise
at the driver input and output. In fact, it is possible that the input
noise at the victim driver is sufficiently small such that it does not
yield any propagated noise, while still significantly modulating the
holding resistance and increasing the injected noise on the victim
net.

It is clear that the linear combination of the propagated noise
and injected noise used in existing analysis tools results in a signif-
icant underestimation of the actual noise. The straightforward
approach to solving this problem is to perform non-linear simula-
tion of the entire coupled interconnect and driver network. How-
ever, this approach has two serious difficulties. First, non-linear
simulation is too slow for analysis of large design, even though the
linear portion of the network can be represented with a reduced
order model. Second, determining the worst-case alignment
between the propagated noise and the injected noise is difficult in
non-linear simulation, and typically involves expensive iterative
search.

In this paper, we therefore propose a new linear model, shown
in Figure 4 for accurate computation of the combined injected and
propagated noise.In this model, the victim driver is represented

with a Thevenin model consisting of a pulsed voltage sourceVThPr
and resistanceRH. These model parameters depend on the victim
driver input noisevin, as well as the total combined output noisevo,
in order to capture non-linearity of the victim driver. The criteria
under which the linear model is exact (i.e. identical to the non-lin-
ear gate) is first formulated. Three approaches using least square
iterative techniques are then presented to compute parameters that
minimize the error of the linear model. The proposed methods use
the DC-operating characteristics of the driver gate which is easily
pre-computed and stored in a compact table. The approach there-
fore lends itself well for use in a pre-characterized cell based
design flow. To validate the accuracy of the proposed methods, we
present results on a number of nets from industrial designs.

The reminder of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2
we present the models and algorithms of the proposed approach. In
Section 3 we present 3 different model fitting methods. In Section
4 we present our results and in Section 5 we draw our conclusions.

2  Linear model and approach

Our goal is to compute the total combined noise at the victim
driver output due to a given noise pulse at the victim driver input

Figure 3. Comparison of combined propagated and
injected noise with its linear combination.
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and coupling with switching aggressor nets, while taking into
account the non-linear effects of the victim driver. We assume that
a linear aggressor driver model is computed using traditional meth-
ods [1], [7] and the victim and aggressor receivers are modelled by
simple grounded capacitances. The victim and aggressor wires are
represented with their lumped RC models as depicted in Figure 1
and Figure 4. For simplicity, we assume that noise is applied to
only one input of the victim driver though the proposed technique
can be generalized for noise propagated from several inputs as
well.

2.1  Noise computation algorithm

The non-linear model of the noise cluster is depicted in
Figure 5. Transforming the Thevenin models of the aggressor driv-

ers into Norton equivalents, the nodal equations for the noise clus-
ter can be written as follows:

(EQ 1)

whereC is the capacitance matrix,G is the conductance matrix,V
is the vector of nodal voltages, andJ is the vector of current
sources. All the equations are linear except the one with the victim
driver output currentiout which is non-linear and time dependent.
The victim driver output current is expressed as a function of the
victim input and output voltages,vin and vout, where the victim
input voltagevin(t) is a function of timet.

(EQ 2)

Since solving (EQ1) and (EQ2) simultaneously as a non-linear
system is very expensive and takes away the benefits of the linear
models such as superposition and model order reduction, we pro-
pose to solve (EQ1) and (EQ2) separately and iteratively improv-
ing the solution. Note that (EQ1) and (EQ2) considered separately
are indefinite and have many solutions. So they can not be solved
straight forward. We construct a parametrized victim driver Theve-
nin modelMVictim(p1,p2,...) and add the equations describing this
model to (EQ1) to make it linear and definite. The resulting system
corresponds to the linear model of the noise cluster depicted in
Figure 4. The parameters of this model can be, for example, Thev-
enin resistance, propagated noise height, etc. We give below some
examples of the parametrized Thevenin model for the victim
driver. The resulting linear circuit can be solved using reduced
order model techniques and superposition principle. Exploiting its
linearity we can easily find the worst noise alignment. Its solution
is a linear estimation of the victim output voltagevlin(t) and current

ilin(t). Substituting the estimation vlin(t) into (EQ2), we compute
non-linear estimates of the victim output currentinonlin(t). Com-
paring the linear and non-linear victim output current estimates,
we then correct the parametersp1,p2,... of the victim model to
improve current estimation. With these refined parameters we
repeat our iteration till convergence. It is obvious that if the linear
and non-linear current estimates converge to be equal, they provide
the exact solution of the original system of equations. Simulta-
neously we find the parameters of the victim driver linear model.
Of course achieving complete coincidence between linear and non-
linear solution is the ideal case. In reality, we only minimize the
difference between the linear and non-linear estimates of the vic-
tim output current. The quality of approximation depends on the
structure of the selected victim model.

The proposed approach can be implemented in various ways
that differ in the models for the victim driver, the comparison crite-
rion for the victim driver current estimates, and the procedure of
correcting victim model parameters. In our experiments we tried
two comparison criteria.

The first one is the integral of the difference between the linear
and non-linear current estimates:

(EQ 3)

The above expresses the difference between charges accumu-
lated up to timeT at the victim output in linear and non-linear
models. Unfortunately, in practice this criterion is rather unstable.
While it works satisfactorily in some cases affects convergence in
many. The reason is that the victim output current may change its
direction resulting in instability.

The other criterion is the integral of squared difference between
linear and non-linear current estimates:

(EQ 4)

The above least squares error based approach is seen to be sta-
ble and reliable based on our experiments.

The procedure correcting the victim model parameters is rather
obvious. If our model depends on parametersp1,p2,..., pn, we can
use a cost function that we want to minimize:F(p1,p2,..., pn). Then
at each iteration we can compute the parameter values that mini-
mizes the cost. We can find them by equating partial derivatives of
the cost to0 and solving the resulting system of equations.

(EQ 5)

Using these parameters we can recompute the current estima-
tions and iterate till convergence. The overall algorithm is given in
Figure 6. As convergence criterion, we use the relative least square
error of current estimates.

(EQ 6)

2.2  Simplified non-linear victim driver model

In our approach above we assume that we can compute victim
output currentiout(t) as function of time. Of course it can be done
by transient simulation of the victim driver but it is slow. So we
propose to compute it approximately but more efficiently.

Figure 5. Non-linear model of noise cluster
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Let us consider the victim drive gate as a black box described by
its direct current (DC) characteristics. That is, we model the victim
driver as a non-linear current source (Figure 7 (a)). Its current
ioutDC depends on both its input and output voltages:
ioutDC=fload(vin, vout). Graphically this dependence is represented
by a family of gate load curves (Figure 7(c)). For our noise compu-

tations, victim driver output currentioutDC=fload(vin, vout) is repre-
sented by a two dimensional table and computed by DC
simulations sweeping a range of input and output voltages. Also,
we use DC victim driver voltage transfer characteristic expressing
its output voltage as a function of the input voltage:vout = vout(vin).
This is given in a one dimensional table and is also computed by
DC simulations sweeping the input voltage range. An example of
the DC transfer curve is shown in Figure 7(b). The family of load
curves and the transfer curve are computed only once at the pre-
characterization stage and do not require recomputing at the time

of noise analysis. Using input and output noise waveformsvin(t),
vout(t) and DC characteristics of the victim driver we compute
iout(t).

We should point out that the above non-linear model neglects
the influence of victim driver gate’s internal capacitances on noise
computation. For nets with long interconnects (which are also sig-
nificant for noise) this influence is not significant. The transistor
drain capacitances associated with the victim driver output can be
easily taken into account by adding it to other parasitic capaci-
tances.

3  Victim gate models

We investigated three victim driver models that are based on the
Thevenin model with resistance and pulse voltage source. These
models differ in their parameters and the shape of the propagated
noise pulse.

3.1  Holding resistance adjustment

The simplest model is one that is parametrized with the victim
holding resistanceRH. The Thevenin propagated noise pulse is
considered constant and equal to the DC propagated input noise
pulse shown in Figure 8 (a). The linear estimate of the victim out-

put current in this case is simply(vout-VThPr)/RH. Substituting this
into equation (EQ4) we obtain the objective:

(EQ 7)

We find the value ofRH by differentiating (EQ 7) with respect
to RH and equating it to0:

Figure 6. Combined noise computation algorithm

1. Compute initial values of victim model parameters p1,p2,...

2. Build linear system by combining equations (EQ1) and vic-
tim model equations

3. Find linear estimations of the victim output voltage vout(t)
and current ilin(t) by solving the built system using the worst
alignment.

4. From nonlinear victim model (EQ2) find nonlinear estima-
tions of the victim output current inonlin(t)

5. Find the values of the victim model parameters p1,p2,... pro-
viding the minimum of the criterion F(p1,p2,..., pn) by solv-
ing equations (EQ5).

6. If the value of the criterion F(p1,p2,..., pn) is more than
desired accuracy and the number iterations done is less than
the limit repeat step 2

Figure 7. Non-linear victim driver model
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(EQ 8)

Here we neglect with dependence ofvout on RH and the corre-
sponding dependence ofinonlin on it. This leads to inaccuracy in
the holding resistance estimation. Therefore in our experiments,
we have to restrict variation ofRH for convergence. This problem

could be solved by computing and but

this will make the technique more expensive. According to our
experiments this model has two drawbacks:

• each iteration requires recomputing the reduced order models
that could be slow. By the technique proposed in [6] this calcu-
lation can be speeded up.

• adjusting only holding resistance often does not provide good
accuracy. A circuit with constant holding resistance can not
accurately model noise pulse in a real nonlinear circuit. A
small resistance can not give high enough noise pulse but a
high one results in too wide a noise pulse with very long tail.

3.2  Propagated voltage height adjustment

Another victim driver model is parametrized with the height of
the Thevenin propagated noise pulseVThPrwhich is assumed to be

equal to a predetermined voltage pulse scaled by a parameter

, i.e. . We show such a parameterized

noise pulse in Figure 8(b). The holding resistanceRH is considered
fixed in this case. For this model the criterion (EQ4) can be rewrit-
ten as:

(EQ 9)

The victim output noise voltagevout can be represented as a sum
of total injected and propagated noisevout=vinj+vprop. As our cir-
cuit for noise propagation is linear, we can express the propagated
noise as where is the solution of the

linear model for noise propagation when the Thevenin propagated
noise pulse is . Substituting all these into our criterion, dif-

ferentiating it with respect to , and solving the resulting equa-

tion, we find :

(EQ 10)

where: ,

Here again we neglect the dependence ofinonlin on vout and

respectively on . This results in some inaccuracy in estimating
the scale factor and worsens convergence though not as severely as
the previous model.

This model does not require recomputation of the reduced order
model because we vary only the scale factor of the input voltage.
So the iterations are faster. Besides, the Thevenin propagated noise
pulse VThPr mimics non-linear effects not captured by constant
holding RH. If we could guess the right shape of the Thevenin
propagated noise pulseVThPr this model will be able to find its
magnitude. This model may compute non-zero propagated noise
pulse even if input noise pulse is less than victim driver switching

level. This fictitious propagated noise mimics holding resistance
increase because of its modulation by the input pulse.

It is easy to combine the previous model with this one but our
experiments showed no significant increase in accuracy because
the capability of this model is restricted by the fixed pulse shape.

3.3  Propagated voltage height and shape adjustment

The drawback of the previous model is the fixed shape of the
propagated noise pulse. It is overcome by representing the Theve-
nin propagated noise pulseVThPras a combination of two pulses of

different width. Their heights and are considered as model
parameters. So the total propagated noise pulse is represented as

. This is shown in Figure 8(c).

Substituting this expression into our criterion we obtain the func-
tion to minimize:

(EQ 11)

As with the previous model we represent output victim voltage
as a sum of injected noise and noise due to propagation and

, . Substituting it into (EQ11)

and finding values of  and  that minimize it we obtain:

(EQ 12)

where: , and

. Here we again neglect with dependence

of inonlin on  and .
Our experiments show that this third approach gives the best

trade-off between the computational cost and accuracy. It does not
require recomputing the reduced order model and captures non-
linear effects by adjusting both the magnitude and shape of the
propagated noise pulse.

3.4  Implementation issues

Holding resistance estimation. The proposed technique
requires the estimation of the victim driver holding resistanceRH,
which we compute from gate load curves in two steps. First we
compute the holding resistance at the assumption of zero output
noise and an input voltage equal to half the input noise level. Then,
using this initial estimation we improve it by computing the total
noise and then recomputing the holding resistance from the load
curve at the operation point of half the input noise level and half
the output noise level. Using of this factor is an attempt to average
our estimation because in reality, the holding resistance varies dur-
ing noise propagation.

Integral computation. We compute all the integrals by trape-
zoidal integration formula. The upper integration limit is the time

RH
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of the combined noise peak. This selection provides better accu-
racy of noise height estimation because we do not minimize the
error of victim current after noise peak.

Parameter variation. In order to avoid convergence problem
we change the adjusted parameters at each iteration by not more
than 20%. This restriction is necessary because in computing new
values of parameters we partly ignore dependence of victim cur-
rent on parameters variation.

4  Results

The proposed approach was implemented in an industrial noise
analysis tool called Clarinet [1] in place of the existing linear
approach. Experiments were performed on net clusters from a high
performance microprocessor, implemented in a 0.13 micron pro-
cess and operating at a supply voltage of 1.9 volts. The results of
noise estimations are presented inTable 1. Each noise cluster was

analyzed with three different input noise pulse heights at the victim
driver input. Since the method using both noise voltage height and
width adjustment, presented in Section 3.3, was found give the best
accuracy, we only show results for this method.

In Table 1, we demonstrate that the proposed approach provides
good accuracy for both small and very high input and output noise.
It also demonstrates that the accuracy of the noise height is higher
that noise width. This results from the fact that our integral crite-
rion is only computed till the noise pulse peak. Increasing the inte-

gration time improves the accuracy of noise width estimation at the
expense of the noise height accuracy.

Comparing with the traditional linear approach, the proposed
technique usually requires 2-3 times more computation time. How-
ever, run time impact can be minimized by applying the proposed
method only to critical nets.

5  Conclusions

In this paper we investigated combined noise due to noise prop-
agation and injection. We showed that non-linear effects in noise
propagation and combination are very significant and ignoring
them leads to high error in noise estimation even for relatively
small noise signals.

We developed a new iterative approach for computing the com-
bined noise due to propagation and injection. The proposed
approach takes into consideration the non-linear characteristic of
the victim driver. We showed implementation of the proposed
approach for three different models of the victim driver using least
square criterion of computation accuracy. The proposed approach
gives better accuracy than the traditional one. It still allows to use
superposition principle, reduced order model, and easy computa-
tion of worst alignment of noise pulses, which features are very
important for the speedy analysis of a large number of chip level
global nets. The accuracy and convergence of the proposed
approach can be increased further by using more sophisticated
models and more accurate computation of the derivatives for mini-
mizing cost function. The new approach can be used both for noise
calculation and for finding the worst noise alignment for transient
noise simulation by Spice.

The proposed approach was tested on noise clusters of high
speed microprocessor designs. The results show very good accu-
racy of noise computation even for noise of high magnitude.
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Net
#Input
noise

Output noise
Error(%)
(height/
width)

New approach SPICE

height width height width

1 0.38 0.34 0.39 0.40 0.44 9.5/6.3

0.76 0.37 0.43 0.41 0.55 9.7/21

1.14 0.48 0.48 0.51 0.60 6.3/20.

2 0.38 0.32 0.35 0.31 0.45 3.2/20.6

0.76 0.32 0.35 0.33 0.47 2.5/25.

1.14 0.392 0.36 0.399 0.48 1.7/25

3 0.38 0.12 0.45 0.13 0.46 2.1/2.4

0.76 0.13 0.46 0.14 0.50 3.6/8.2

1.14 0.23 0.45 0.24 0.49 4.8/8.3

4 0.38 0.14 0.27 0.13 0.26 7.6/2.2

0.76 0.16 0.28 0.17 0.31 7.1/9.3

1.14 0.32 0.30 0.39 0.32 17.8/6.2

5 0.38 0.12 0.32 0.11 0.32 10/0.01

0.76 0.14 0.32 0.15 0.34 7.6/4.2

1.14 0.32 0.32 0.39 0.33 19.5/3.9

Table 1. Results of combined noise calculation
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